The University of Texas at Arlington – 
School of Social Work Presents 

THE DIGITAL LEARNING & VIDEO PRODUCTION STUDIO
On behalf of Dean Ryan we are pleased to announce our new School of Social Work - Digital Learning & Video Production Studio.

The studio brings you a great video, graphics and communications specialist excited to work with you to create engaging academic recordings and content.

Our studio is located in room 124 in Building B in the School of Social Work Complex.
# School of Social Work’s Studio

## Capabilities/Services
- Official Headshot Photos and Professional Artistic Portrait Photos for Publications
- Dynamic Visual Imagery and Video Editing/During and in Post-Production
- Produce Lecture Videos for Online, Hybrid or Face-to-Face Courses
- Produce Instructional, Training and Announcement Videos
- Produce News, Marketing and Promo Videos
- Event Recording Coverage
- Live Webcasting/Live Stream
- Conduct Media Interview Training
  - Stand-Up Interview, Live Interview & On-Set Conversational Interview
- Graphic Arts, Visual Effects and Visual Design Photos and Videos
- Media/Video Portal Distribution (YouTube Links and/or Google Drive)

## Studio Equipment
- Dynamic & Dedicated LED Lighting Set System (Electric and Battery Powered)
- Soundproof Walls
- High Definition Cameras
- Green Screen
- Portrait Backdrops
- Flat Panel Confidence Monitor
- Tripod and Podium
- Wireless Lavalier Microphones
- Teleprompter
- Remote Control/Slide Clicker
- Live Keying (variety of studio and natural backdrops/in-session editing production)
- APC Uninterruptable Power Battery Backup System
Our facility houses state-of-the-art equipment to ensure high-quality live studio recordings!

With a green screen and high-end video production equipment, we can literally take your vision of a digital learning experience and make it a reality!

We will simply place you in front of the green screen, and we will do the rest!

Do you have notes? Do you have a PowerPoint you would like to share with your audience? We have the capability to place your PowerPoint notes on a teleprompter, and PowerPoint slides next to you in your video.
VIRTUAL SETS AND Backgrounds!

- We have plenty of virtual sets and backgrounds for you to choose from, and our library will only keep growing. Here are just a couple of examples.
VIRTUAL SETS AND BACKGROUNDS!

- Enjoy the ease of clicking through PowerPoint presentations with our clicker. The slides will follow your transitions live, throughout your digital learning recording.
As you can tell, we can make your vision a reality! If you’re lecture is about world peace, we will put the entire world behind you. We will do our absolute best to personalize your videos.
Our studio is designed to make your studio recordings a fully streamlined process.

However, we encourage you to think about how you should prepare for your first recording. Here are some tips below.

- **Brainstorm**: How would you like to present your content? Develop a script or use your PowerPoint notes. If you need suggestions, contact us here at the studio for tips and tricks.

- **Decide what you would like to say**: Are you concerned about staying on track on video? No worries. We can place your notes directly in front of you on our teleprompter.

- **Book time to record**: Contact us to record your video.
MEET YOUR DIGITAL LEARNING & VIDEO PRODUCTION TEAM!

- Our team is fully equipped with the knowledge and willingness to turn your academic vision into a reality. Contact us immediately to get started!

Ruben Espiricueta
SSW Communications Assistant
ruben.espiricueta@uta.edu
817-272-6288
Office: Building B - Room 121
SSW Studio Location: Building B - Room 124
Please feel free to contact our Digital Learning & Video Production team, regarding any questions you may have.

We are more than happy to help you with your digital learning experience.

We look forward to working with you!